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Hi! I am making a project to make a library with
material from scientific research, to give people who
know Spanish to read a fundamental subject in a
simple way that will make them understand a
concept in a way that it would be impossible to read
in their original language. The thing is that at the
moment I use an automatically generated vocabulary
and I want to put more information in it, that is why I
am making a survey and making the project using
the "flask" and "sqlalchemy" libraries. I need some
help because I have some problems with the class
that I want to use for the survey. The class is as
follows: from flask import Flask, render_template,
request from sqlalchemy import create_engine,
Table, Column, Integer, String, UnicodeAlign from
flask import request, render_template from flask
import g, redirect, request from flask import session
from flask import abort from flask import g w albury.
engine Thanks to all of you for your help! A: Just use
Class with Column and sqlite string: class
Person(db.Model): __tablename__ = 'person' id =
db.Column(db.Integer, primary_key=True) name =
db.Column(db.String(1000)) phone =
db.Column(db.String(100)) person =
Person(name='Maxime', phone='+5'222'123-2-2-1')
person.save() Person.query.get(name="Maxime")
Molecular basis of cis- and trans-interaction of the
dimerization domains of K-Ras4B on the nucleotide
binding pocket. The dimerization domain of K-Ras4B
on the nucleotide binding pocket has been known as
one of the important determining factors for the
switch of Ras signaling. To clarify the importance of
the oligomerization domain, we undertook the
mutational analysis of the dimerization domain.
Although the molecular basis of the cis- and trans-
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interaction between the monomers in the
dimerization domain has not been fully determined,
the present study demonstrated that the
oligomerization domains of the nucleotide binding
pocket are indispensable for the cis- and trans-
interaction and that the cis-interaction is mediated by
the hydrophobic interactions
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